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The situation is that what Pewdiepie is going through right now, summarizes only
what every successful person goes through the moment they make a joke about
jews or they start having questions. And when the jews suspect someone is
being critical of them, and is in a position of power, the kvetching begins.

First, there’s going to be suspicions and endless slander.

Then, it's going to be social warfare done against them.

Then ransoms, blackmailing, assault, the list goes.

The stuff above clearly happens to every prominent figure that doesn't do exactly
what jews want, merely over the fact that jews don't exist, you silly goyim. That's
why the ADL is deciding everything that is online and that is not right now, don't
be silly. Pewdiepie just did what he did goyim because he just LOVES the ADL
and wanted to show his LOVE to them.

Many people are looking at the question of Pewdiepie superficially. Pewdiepie
has 100,000,000 people as his subscribers and everytime he issues something,
at least 5 million people respond immediately. This should show that Pewdiepie
has intense influence. Remembering back in 2017, the ADL almost shut him
down because he made a joke about killing all jews, and they also have cut his
revenue in an attempt to generally deplatform him. The Jewish Press was also
behind the general shiftiest against him and the endless allegations and witch
hunting that was done against him around in the same year, which follows even
to this day.

Pewdiepie is clearly the victim of blackmail or some form of extortion here, but
due to the size of his channel, and the implications that if he goes down, the jews
are going to lose possibly billions, and also, that the enemy will add around at
least half of Pewdiepie's subs in their "Eternal Haters List", they are just instead
extorting him. Losing billions and also getting like 50 million or even 100 million
more haters directly on you, in a planet where one in five people want you gone
already by 2008 data, makes the situation counterproductive.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=101550#p101550


But one just cannot stop jewing for the jew hate to subside. No. You gotta do as
your Neolithic elders commanded you - hate, censor, and plot to ruin and destroy
all Gentiles on earth. This is the red line from where jews can't step behind and
stop acting this way, so, one will keep jewing. After all, when one is
self-proclaimed the chosen and only people of "God", superior to all other races
of humanoid cattle [Gentiles] you can really do no wrong. There is no point of
evaluation of one's behavior or other goyim silly stuff.

You gotta jew what you gotta jew!

How the ADL works is basically like a mafia, that only speaks legalize here and
there in order to try to hide itself. Now, we are past the hiding stage, the ADL is
running Youtube and a mere statement and false allegations from the ADL, are
directly going to shut someone down. People with as little as 1000 subscribers
have been affected and persecuted, and unpersoned. Seeing that the Goyim
aren't doing much but kvetch and whine, the ADL is only making the new state of
things more and more evident, by comment censorship, extortion, bans,
blackmail and so forth.

The ADL does the surface stuff while its members do other stuff like plotting how
to legally tie down and destroy their enemies, create false allegations, try to
frame important people who dislike them to get them to jail, the list goes.
Pewdiepie is one said target and he has been so for years. Due to his personality
and character, he is afraid of his losses, which makes sense in his position.

It's not unlikely the jews directly got onto him like Agent Smith on the Matrix, and
merely told him how many years he will be doing if they file this or that case
against him, at which Pewdiepie caved in. This stuff doesn't need any formalities
as the dumb goyim expect, these things happen over by an anon telephone, or
an actual professional e-mail. And they may have even went as far as to threaten
to kill him, which is not unlikely of many of these insane jews. Pewdiepie is
obviously not the type of guy to fill his enemies with lead, so he did what he
thought he had to do.

The ADL now forced Pewdiepie into a trial of public humiliation, but this is only
working to our benefit and to our side's advantage. Millions of people are being
exposed [the total normies of the web who watch only cat videos and believe the
9/11 happened by evil muslims] to the fact that jews do control the internet and all
the major publication platforms.



Of course, the arrogant jews could care less, they only care to stop this
behaviour when everyone has revolted and they are kept in some sort of
Auschwitz type of situation. Then, they complain on why said thing happened,
and of course, it's the goyim's fault it happened, for the goyim apparently have
had basic reasoning skills to understand that they have been enslaved 10
seconds before they died from suffocation from the yoke the jews did put on their
neck.

Pewdiepie on the other hand is stupid, as he could have ripped them apart by
himself, as he is definitely in the tens of millions range right now, and he has a
following 10 times the size of Israel. All he needed to do is get on the screen, do
the victim talk which is actually also well founded, and this would set on the
future of the enemy's rule becoming history one step closer to fulfillment.

Now all Pewdiepie is doing is pay the mafia in order for it not to kill him, but his
swearing of allegiance hasn't ended until he probably converts to Judaism. Or
gives all his wealth to jews. Or just renames his channel to "Channel Menorah" or
"Yeshua is Lurd" or something similar.

For logical reasons however, and because the above route would end up in even
worse outcomes, he decided to just pay ransom as one does who lives in a
neighborhood of the mafia to keep their house, and go the "Good Goyim" route in
regards to this, which is why also he will be further humiliated and eventually
ruined. When one enters the list of the jews, they aren't exiting it because of
some good gestures. Michael Jackson and many other people greater than
Pewdiepie tried to do this the good way, or ignore them, until they found
themselves in total ruin.

Pewdiepie just encountered this reality: wherever you go into this world, the
jewtrix can pull the plug on you if you are not completely a good goyim. So, you
got to pay them ransom or do self humiliation rituals to your new jewish "Gods".
He cannot even live his life or exist without reading his daily prayers and sending
his daily donations to Jews, and this isn't going to change for him. Actually, now
that he extended his hand to them, it's only going to probably get worse for him.

It's also obvious how afraid people are to think for themselves, me, myself some
"GOOD GOYIM LOGIC" in how they say that there is no evidence that Pewdiepie
is getting blackmailed. Of course, there is no evidence. If there was evidence that
he was extorted, Pewdiepie could use it in some court of law, or present it in a
video. The dumb fuckery of the system goyim is just beyond comprehension on



these subjects, which is why the jews have been doing all these atrocities in the
front of their face. Because in the case of jews right now they want to show their
power, which is because their power is less than it was a couple decades ago.

There's no evidence that the jews run the world except for every nook and cranny
in it, and straight obvious evidence, anyway. When something becomes so
mainstream in popular consciousness, such as the air having oxygen, it stops
making sense to single it out: This world is so enslaved that it has escaped some
people's brains.

The RTR is making this backfire, which is why people actually got wind of this,
and the case is escalating.

If anyone has additional info or feedback, feel free to share.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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